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The installation is located within the region of Maule in Chile, with the objective of 
establishing an area for activities belonging to nomadic settlement own place, in this 
case it focused on the movement of communities that make circus-related activities 
within the city

The perimeter project rescues 32 circus 
props, but here's the main structure 
holding the membrane to five meters 
high, which then drops to a central ring 
capable of holding the tension of the 
membrane and a space for contempla-
tion structure.

This installation didn't 
have a determinative 
program. Therefore, 
the space is open for 
those wishing to use it. 

The circus is a flexible and unique 
structure of the trade, provides a 
way to contain many atmospheres, 
into a single function. Atmospheres 
which are contained in different 
contexts.
 
In this project while you are 
walking, context segments are 
seen through the way it is 
crossed.

Burlap blue it´s the principal material for design the project, because it is the membrane which is 
adapted to form a living space, like the old circuses. Work with any materials and tools to create 
a volume with innovation and relevant to the landscape 

Models to the installation_

Floor Plan_

Circus communities have temporary stay within a territory, meet the need for a show 
with a provisional stage.
These scenarios are granted by the flexibidad program that can give a circus tent, 
capable of holding trades that have different uses, different flows of people and make 
relevant to nomadism that a city may contain.
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Movement to 
circus arts in 
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Data sheet_ 

Architect _ Treicy Isamitt
Professor _ Eduardo Castillo

Dimensions_  706.5 m2; 5 mt height
Construction date_ November to December 2014

Materiality_  32 steel props (100 mm x 100 mm x 6 mt.), 
Blue burlap, 30 stakes and wooden beams, 

400 mt jute rope, steel ring (six meters in diameter), 
64 carabiners hook, 160 metal clamps 
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Pillar steel with unions rope Stakes

Stake with rope Steel Ring Detail to union

Rope and burlap Shadow under the tent

Burlap and ring

Access to Tent


